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Cigar Advisor Publishes Article on Collectible Cigar Merchandise

Cigar Advisor Magazine is a digital publication dedicated to providing cigar enthusiasts with
entertaining and informative content. Their latest update to their informative Cigars 101 series
is a piece entitled "What Makes Something a Cigar Collectible" and describes the various
pieces of collectible cigar-related merchandise.

Easton, PA (PRWEB) October 08, 2013 -- The all-new Cigar Advisor Magazine is an online cigar magazine
that brings a fresh, irreverent, and down-to-earth perspective on all things cigars to thousands of smokers. In
addition to educational cigar content and behind-the-scenes cigar industry articles from some of the business’s
top names, Cigar Advisor delivers an array of content about a variety of topics of interest to people who enjoy
the cigar lifestyle. The magazine also features cigar reviews and ratings submitted by real smokers. Cigar
Advisor has just released an article by Junior Copywriter Jonathan Detore on what makes a cigar accessory a
real collectable. There are many items on the market considered to be “collectable,” but is it truly a collectable
or just another hunk of junk?

Jonathan writes, “There are a lot of items on the market in the cigar industry labeled as collectable. Scratch that
– there are a lot of items in every industry that are labeled as collectable. But does this really hold any water?
Are all these 'collectable' items really collectable or really a farce in order for you to be drawn in with the
simple word 'collectable?' Just the word alone adds perceived value to something that may not even be worth a
nickel! How many collectable lanyards and key chains have you been given at events? I bet you got at least one
'collectable' keychain, but you can’t tell me where the heck it is or what it even looks like. It’s an advertisement
ploy. We’ll give you the low down on what will really be collectable in the future.”

The piece explores the process of determining what is exactly collectable in the cigar industry. The piece also
details time-tested items that maintain collectible value, along with discussing some pieces that look good on
the surface but aren’t worth much over the long haul.

About Cigar Advisor Magazine
Cigar Advisor magazine is a digital publication created for real cigar enthusiasts who love tobacco and live the
lifestyle. Cigar smokers are passionate about almost everything they do - whether it's the drinks they savor, the
food they devour, the cars and motorcycles they dream of, the sports they're fanatical about or the women they
love, Cigar Advisor shares those passions with a razor-sharp edge, soaking up each day and experience as if it
were our last. Find that passion and more on display at CigarAdvisor.com.
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Contact Information
John Pullo
Cigar Advisor Magazine
http://www.cigaradvisor.com
610-559-7000 159

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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